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Abstrat
We reappraise the avour hanging neutral urrents (FCNC) problem in stringderived
supergravity models. We overview and lassify possible soures of avour violation and
nd that the problem often does not arise in lasses of models whih generate hierarhial
Yukawa matries. In suh models, onstraints from the K− and D−meson systems leave
room for substantial avour non-universality of the soft terms. The urrent B−physis ex-
periments only begin to probe its natural range. Correlations among dierent observables
an allow one to read o the hirality struture of avour violating soures. We briey
disuss the lepton setor where the problem of FCNC is indeed serious and perhaps points
at an additional symmetry or avour universality.
1 Introdution
The purpose of this paper is to lassify dierent soures of avour violation in super-
gravity (SUGRA) theories and study the FCNC problem assoiated with these soures.
Conerning the latter, it is important to ask the right question, that is, how problemati
are the FCNC in models that suessfully generate the Yukawa matries rather than in
some generi framework.
The strategy we pursue in this paper is as follows. First, we lassify various soures of
avour violation in general supergravity models. We onentrate on ertain benhmark
textures of the soft terms. Then, using a number of representative Yukawa textures,
we evolve the soft terms to low energies and study impliations of the generated avour
hanging neutral urrents. In some ases suh as models with avour violation through the
Kähler potential or demorati Yukawa textures, the problem is severe. On the other hand,
when avour strutures are due to dierent loalizations of matter elds in the ompat
spae, the FCNC are well suppressed. This is in fat a ommon situation in string models
whih produe the Yukawa oupling hierarhy (e.g. heteroti string or interseting brane
models). In string theory, the mehanisms that an generate the fermion mass hierarhy
are quite onstraining. As a result, the soft supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking terms
in superstring derived SUGRA models are of speial forms and the problem of FCNC
beomes mild or simply disappears. A natural onsequene of suh models is that the
mixing between the seond and third generation squarks is expeted to be substantial and
to lead to eets potentially detetable at B−fatories.
We briey disuss the lepton setor in whih a dierent piture emerges and the
expeted avour violation exeeds the experimental limits. This perhaps signals an addi-
tional symmetry or avour universality of the soft terms, whih will be probed further in
the upoming round of µ→ eγ experiments.
Finally, we disuss how orrelations among various B−physis observables would allow
one to pinpoint the soure of avour violation.
2 Classiation of avourviolating soures in super-
gravity
The N = 1 supergravity Lagrangian is determined by 3 funtions: the Kähler potential
K, the superpotential W and the gauge kineti funtion f (see [1℄ for a review). These
are funtions of the hidden and observable setor elds. Sine the harateristi mass
sale of the observable elds φα is muh smaller than the Plank sale, one an expand
K and W as
K = Kˆ + K˜α¯βφ
∗α¯φβ +
(
1
2
Zαβφ
αφβ +H.c.
)
+ ... ,
1
W = Wˆ +
1
2
µαβφ
αφβ +
1
6
Yαβγφαφβφγ + ... , (1)
where all parameters are generally funtions of the hidden setor elds. One the hidden
setor elds develop (large) vauum expetation values, these parameters will play a role
of various ouplings in the observable setor. Generally, the resulting kineti terms for the
observable setor elds are neither anonial nor diagonal, so in order to obtain physial
elds, further diagonalization and resaling are required.
The soft SUSY breaking terms are obtained from the general supergravity salar po-
tential by xing the gravitino mass m3/2 and the VEVs of the hidden setor elds, while
sending the Plank mass to innity, MPl →∞ [2, 3℄. The fermion Yukawa ouplings are
then resaled as
Y ′αβγ =
Wˆ ∗
|Wˆ |e
Kˆ/2Yαβγ . (2)
The resulting soft SUSY breaking potential relevant to avour physis is given by [4℄
Vsoft = m
2
α¯βφ
∗α¯φβ +
(1
6
Aαβγφαφβφγ +H.c.
)
, (3)
where
m
2
α¯β = (m
2
3/2 + V0)K˜α¯β − F¯ m¯F n(∂m¯∂nK˜α¯β − K˜γδ¯ ∂m¯K˜α¯γ ∂nK˜δ¯β) ,
Aαβγ = Wˆ
∗
|Wˆ |e
Kˆ/2Fm
[
KˆmYαβγ + ∂mYαβγ
−
(
K˜δρ¯ ∂mK˜ρ¯α Yδβγ + (α↔ β) + (α↔ γ)
)]
. (4)
Here V0 is the vauum energy, ∂m denotes dierentiation with respet to the m-th hidden
setor eld (Kˆm ≡ ∂mKˆ), Fm are the SUSY breaking F−terms and K˜γδ¯ is the inverse of
the Kähler metri K˜δ¯γ.
Let us now make our notation more transparent. Greek indies α, . . . run over all
MSSM
1
superelds. However, only elds with appropriate quantum numbers an ouple
together. For instane, the Kähler mixing is allowed only for elds with the same SM
quantum numbers, i.e. only intergenerational mixings of Qi, Ui, Di (i=1,2,3) are per-
mitted. The allowed Yukawa ouplings in the quark setor are of the type QiDjH1 or
QiUjH2. In the Yukawa matries and the A−terms, it is onvenient to x the notation as
follows: the rst index is to refer to the quark doublets, the seond to the quark singlets,
and the last to the Higgs eld, e.g. YQiDjH1 ≡ Y dij .
Physial elds are obtained by diagonalizing and resaling the Kähler metri responsi-
ble for kineti terms of the observable setor elds. The anonially normalized superelds
ϕa (a = Q,D, U) are given by
φa = Haϕa (5)
1
For a review, see [5℄.
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(no summation over a), with
Ha = V a diag

 1√
K˜a1
,
1√
K˜a2
,
1√
K˜a3

 . (6)
Here V a are 3×3 unitary matries diagonalizing the appropriate subbloks K˜aα¯β of the
Kähler metri and K˜a1−3 are the orresponding eigenvalues,
(V a)†K˜aV a = diag
(
K˜a1 , K˜
a
2 , K˜
a
3
)
. (7)
The Yukawa ouplings and the soft terms transform orrespondingly, suh that the seven
physical 3×3 avour strutures are
Y u =
1√
K˜H2
(Hq)TYuHu , Y d = 1√
K˜H1
(Hq)TYdHd ,
Au =
1√
K˜H2
(Hq)TAuHu , Ad = 1√
K˜H1
(Hq)TAdHd , (8)
m2Q = H
q†
m
2
QH
q , m2U = H
u†
m
2
UH
u , m2D = H
d†
m
2
DH
d ,
where the fators 1/
√
K˜H1,2 aount for resaling of the Higgs elds. These strutures are
the soures of avour violation in the MSSM. Clearly, avour dependene in the Yukawa
matries is mandatory, whereas the soft terms serve as additional soures of avour vi-
olation. The underlying reason for these additional soures is the Kähler potential and
Yukawa ouplings dependene on the hidden setor elds: indeed, as seen from Eq. (4), if
the Kähler metri for observables elds and the Yukawa ouplings were mere onstants,
the soft masses would be proportional to the unit matrix in the physial basis and the
A−terms would be proportional to the Yukawa matrix.
Generally, avour strutures of the soft masses and the A−terms are independent.
In partiular, unlike the soft masses, the A−terms reeive a ontribution from ∂mYαβγ.
Thus, even if the Kähler potential is trivial, the A−term struture an be quite rih.
It is also manifest from Eq. (4) that a non-trivial Kähler potential generally indues
avour violation in both the soft masses and the A−terms. Yet, it is oneivable that suh
avour violating terms may anel out in the A−terms, due to some deeper dynamial
reason. The soft masses would then be the only soure of avour violation (in addition
to the Yukawa ouplings).
In general, the soft breaking terms violate CP. CP violating phases have two soures.
Firstly, they are indued by omplex SUSY breaking F−terms, Fm, whih also generate
CP phases in avourindependent quantities suh as gaugino masses, the µ-term, et. Se-
ondly, CP phases appear due to omplex SUSY preserving quantities suh as the Yukawa
3
ouplings and the Kähler metri
2
. Both soures are problemati for phenomenology, whih
will be disussed below.
Clearly, there are many possibilities whih have dierent motivations and distint
phenomenology. Below we lassify them.
2.1 Flavour violation through the Yukawa ouplings only
It is possible that avour dependene does not appear in the soft terms [7℄. This ours,
for example, when
Fm∂mK˜α¯β = F
mF¯ n¯∂m∂n¯K˜α¯β = F
m∂mYαβγ = 0 . (9)
This essentially means that the hidden setor elds that generate avour dependene do
not break supersymmetry.
The most ommon example of this situation is the dilaton dominated SUSY breaking
senario [3℄. In this ase, the only SUSY breaking eld is the dilaton S whih produes
no avour dependene,
F S 6= 0, Fm = 0 for m 6= S . (10)
Then, the soft terms are universal at the string sale and we have a version of the minimal
supergravity (minimal SUGRA) model with the sfermion soft terms parametrized by m20
and A0:
(m2Q,U,D)ij = m
2
0 δij , A
u,d
ij = A0 Y
u,d
ij . (11)
2.2 Additional avour violation in A−terms only
If, for example,
Fm∂mYαβγ 6∝ Yαβγ , (12)
but
Fm∂mK˜α¯β ∝ FmF¯ n¯∂m∂n¯K˜α¯β ∝ K˜α¯β , (13)
avour dependene appears only in the A−terms [8℄. This means that the hidden se-
tor elds responsible for avour dependene of the Kähler potential (if present at all)
do not break supersymmetry and, moreover, are dierent from those generating avour
dependene of the Yukawa ouplings.
This is a rather ommon situation in string models. Indeed, the A−terms are trilinear
parameters and are losely related to the Yukawa ouplings, whereas the soft masses are
bilinear and more akin to the Kähler potential. Thus, generally, they are not diretly
related to eah other.
2
The reparametrization invariant measures of CP violation are given by quantities of the type
Arg(A∗αβγYαβγ) [6℄. These an be non-vanishing even if all Fm are real.
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For example, in the heteroti string models the Yukawa hierarhies are naturally pro-
dued if the matter elds are twisted [9℄-[11℄, i.e. loalized at speial points in the om-
patied spae. In suh models, the hidden setor eld that enters the Yukawa oupling
is the T−modulus, Yαβγ = Yαβγ(T ). Generally,
F T 6= 0 (14)
and ∂mYαβγ are not proportional to Yαβγ, whih leads to non-trivial A−terms. On the
other hand, the Kähler metri is diagonal for twisted states and depends on modular
weights of these states:
K˜α¯β = δα¯β(T + T¯ )
nα¯ , (15)
The modular weights nα are onstrained by the string seletion rules for the Yukawa
ouplings (see e.g. [12℄) and are typially generation-independent. The reason is that
to obtain a non-trivial struture of the Yukawa ouplings and/or CP violation at the
renormalizable level often requires the quark elds of dierent generations to belong to
the same twisted setor
3
(see e.g. [11, 13, 14℄). Consequently, these quark elds have the
same modular weights. (In any ase, the modular weights an only be −1 or −2 for non-
osillator states [15℄. Osillator states usually orrespond to SM singlets.) As a result,
in these models the Kähler metri is generationindependent. The Yukawa ouplings at
〈T 〉 ∼ 1 are given by
Yαβγ ∼ e−καβγT (16)
with order one oeients καβγ , and a nontrivial avour struture of the A−terms results
from
∆Aαβγ ∼ καβγ YαβγF T . (17)
Analogous results hold for the Yukawa matries generated by the FroggattNielsen meh-
anism, in whih ase U(1) harges play the role of καβγ .
Similarly, in semirealisti brane models (for a review, see [16℄) the Kähler metri for
matter elds is often diagonal and generationindependent. For instane, repliation of
families naturally appears in interseting brane models with dierent generations loated
at dierent intersetions of the same branes [17℄-[19℄. The Kähler metri is then diagonal
and depends on the intersetion angles (and moduli) [20℄ but is the same for elds of the
same type belonging to dierent generations. Thus, the situation here is similar to the
one in the heteroti string ase.
The resulting soft masses are generationindependent at the string sale (although
they an generally be dierent for up and down squarks, and for left and right squarks),
while the A−terms an have a rih avour struture due to Eq. (12). Thus, the string
sale soft breaking lagrangian is parametrized by
(m2Q,U,D)ij = m
2
Q,U,D δij , A
u,d
ij , (18)
in addition to avour-independent parameters.
3
This is always true in prime orbifolds sine there is only one twisted setor.
5
2.3 Additional avour violation in the Kähler potential only
If the Kähler metri has a non-trivial generation dependene, e.g.
Fm∂mK˜α¯β 6∝ K˜α¯β , (19)
both the salar masses and the A−terms have a non-trivial avour struture. This sit-
uation an our, for example, in the heteroti string if the quark eld modular weights
nα are generationdependent (see Eq. (15)). The nontrivial avour strutures arise then
from
∆m2α¯β = nα¯K˜α¯β
|F T |2
(T + T¯ )2
,
∆Aαβγ = −(nα + nβ + nγ)Yαβγ F
T
T + T¯
Wˆ ∗
|Wˆ |e
Kˆ/2 . (20)
Here the modular weights are order one integers. Their typial values are −1 and −2 due
to nonosillator nature of the SM matter.
The Kähler metri is the only soure of SUSY avour violation if
Fm∂mYαβγ ∝ Yαβγ . (21)
For example, the ontribution Fm∂mYαβγ to the A−terms vanishes if the Yukawa stru-
ture is generated as in the Froggatt-Nielsen models [21℄ by non-renormalizable ouplings
through the vauum expetation value of a salar eld φ whih does not break supersym-
metry. One then has
Yαβγ = Yαβγ(φ) , F φ = 0 . (22)
Sine in the ase disussed above the Kähler metri is diagonal, the soft mass terms
are also diagonal, but generially nonuniversal. In ontrast, the A−terms an be quite
ompliated due to the generation dependene of the modular weights (see e.g. [22℄).
More ompliated, non-diagonal soft mass terms an be obtained, for instane, in om-
patiations of the ten dimensional heteroti string on (T2/Z3)
3
orbifolds, where T2/Z3
are ompat omplex spaes (planes) obtained by dividing omplex tori T2 by a disrete
group Z3. In this ase, the three generations of untwisted matter superelds an be asso-
iated with the three planes T2/Z3 aording to their holomorphi indies. The Kähler
metri is then non-diagonal and is given by
K˜α¯β = (ReMα¯β)
−1 , (23)
where α, β = 1, 2, 3 and the 9 moduli Mα¯β parametrize the sizes of the ompatiation
tori and the angles between the three planes T2/Z3 (see e.g. [11℄). In suh models, the
soft terms will have a riher non-diagonal avour struture depending on spei values
of the moduli.
6
An interesting possibility is that non-trivial avour dependene drops out of the
A−terms, but remains in the soft mass terms. This ours, for instane, if the vauum
expetation values of the moduli elds take on speial values suh that
Fm∂mK˜α¯β ∝ K˜α¯β , Fm∂mYαβγ ∝ Yαβγ ,
FmF¯ n¯∂m∂n¯K˜α¯β 6∝ K˜α¯β (24)
and the avour dependene appears only through the seond derivatives. Then, the
A−terms are proportional to the Yukawa ouplings while the soft masses are general.
We onlude that avour violation through the Kähler potential generally leads to a
ompliated non-diagonal struture of the soft terms. The squark mass matries and the
A−terms are orrelated, although this orrelation an be far from transparent. The string
sale soft breaking lagrangian is parametrized by
(m2Q,U,D)ij , A
u,d
ij . (25)
Two interesting speial ases are: (i) diagonal soft masses with general A−terms,
(m2Q,U,D)ij = (m
2
Q,U,D)i δij , A
u,d
ij , (26)
as in Eq. (20), and (ii) general soft masses with universal A−terms,
(m2Q,U,D)ij , A
u,d
ij = A
u,d Y u,dij , (27)
as in Eq. (24).
2.4 Both additional soures present
This is a general ase and not muh an be said here apart from what already appears
in Eq. (4). Speial ases have been overed in previous subsetions. The string sale soft
breaking lagrangian is general and is parametrized by
(m2Q,U,D)ij , A
u,d
ij . (28)
2.5 Summary of the textures
The above disussion leads us to the following supergravity benhmark textures:
(A) : complete universality :
m20, A0
(B) : generation independent scalar masses and general A− terms :
7
m2Q, m
2
U , m
2
D, A
u
ij, A
d
ij
(C) : diagonal scalar masses and universal A− terms :
(m2Q)i, (m
2
U)i, (m
2
D)i, A
u, Ad
(D) : diagonal scalar masses and general A− terms :
(m2Q)i, (m
2
U)i, (m
2
D)i, A
u
ij, A
d
ij
(E) : general soft terms :
(m2Q)ij , (m
2
U)ij , (m
2
D)ij , A
u
ij, A
d
ij .
Textures (D) and (E) also inlude the possibility that the soft masses and the A−terms
are orrelated, as in the ase of avour violation through the Kähler potential (Eq. (20)).
As texture (C) we hoose a restrited version of the Ansatz (27) with diagonal squark
masses. Here we neglet supergravity radiative orretions whih an be onsiderable in
ertain models [23℄.
In what follows, we will study experimental onstraints on the above textures and
disuss how to distinguish them. They serve as boundary onditions at high energies and
evolve with the energy sale. At the eletroweak sale, eah texture leads to a spei
pattern of the mass insertions (or, more generally, avour matries at the interation
verties). The main features of the resulting patterns an be summarized as follows:
(A): very little avour hanging
(B): small LL, RR and signiant LR, RL avour hanging
(C): substantial LL, RR and small LR, RL avour hanging
(D): substantial LL, RR, LR, RL avour hanging
(E): substantial LL, RR, LR, RL avour hanging
Here LL and RR refer to hirality onserving avor hanging transitions in the left
and righthanded setors, respetively. LR and RL refer to hirality ipping avor hang-
ing transitions. For textures (C) and (D), LL/RR avour hanging results from non
universality of the soft masses at the string sale, that is, their departure from the form
(18). Note that order one nonuniversality applies to m2i rather than mi, whih makes a
onsiderable dierene for the FCNC analysis.
Sine dierent physial proesses are sensitive to dierent types of mass insertions,
the above textures (perhaps exept for (D) and (E)) are distinguishable given enough
experimental information.
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3 Low energy eets of the textures
In this setion, we reall the steps whih are neessary to obtain the low energy man-
ifestations of textures (A) to (E) and disuss their main onsequenes. First of all, as
we have already mentioned, eah texture evolves with the energy sale and this evolution
is desribed by the renormalization group (RG) equations. Dierent soft supersymme-
try breaking terms evolve dierently. The evolution from the GUT sale down to the
eletroweak sale mainly amounts to adding avour-universal ontributions to the squark
mass matries and the A-terms. These are due to gluino loops and grow with the gluino
mass. The main eet of these ontributions is that the average squark masse M˜ inreases
signiantly. This has two important onsequenes: rstly, the mass insertions derease
as 1/M˜2 and, seondly, the bounds on the mass insertions relax as M˜ or M˜2. Both of
these eets make the FCNC problem milder [24℄.
To deal with ompliated avour strutures it is onvenient to employ the mass inser-
tion approximation [25℄ (although sometimes it may not be preise enough). The mass
insertions are dened in the super-CKM basis, i.e. the basis in whih the quark mass
matries are diagonal and positive,
Y u −→ V u†L Y u V uR = diag(hu, hc, ht) ,
Y d −→ V d†L Y d V dR = diag(hd, hs, hb) , (29)
where hi denote the physial quark Yukawa ouplings. To preserve the diagonal avour
struture of the supergauge verties, the squark elds are rotated in the same fashion as
the quark elds. Thus, we have the following supereld transformations:
UˆL,R −→ V uL,R UˆL,R ,
DˆL,R −→ V dL,R DˆL,R . (30)
In this basis, the mass insertions at the eletroweak sale are given by
(δuXY )ij ≡
(MuXY )2ij
M˜2
, (δdXY )ij ≡
(MdXY )2ij
M˜2
, i 6= j , (31)
where Mu,dLL, Mu,dRR, Mu,dLR and Mu,dRL are the 3× 3 bloks of the full up and down squark
mass squared matries (see e.g. [26℄) and M˜ is the average squark mass appropriate
for a given mass insertion. The mass insertion approximation works well when the mass
insertions are signiantly smaller than unity and the splittings among the eigenvalues
of the mass matrix are signiantly smaller than the eigenvalues themselves. The squark
propagator in the mass insertion approximation has an expansion
〈q˜αq˜∗β〉 =
i(
k21− M˜21− δm2
)
αβ
(32)
=
i
k2 − M˜2 1αβ +
i
(k2 − M˜2)2 δm
2
αβ +
i
(k2 − M˜2)3 δm
2
αγ δm
2
γβ + . . . ,
9
where α, β are indies of the 6×6 mass matries. If the linear in δm2αβ term happens to
vanish for some α, β, the leading ontribution is provided by the eetive mass insertion
δ˜αβ ∼ δαγδγβ. However, this ombination is not ompletely equivalent to a single mass
insertion δ˜αβ due to a dierent momentum dependene of the relevant loop integral.
It is important to note that sine the super-CKM basis is dened only up to a phase,
one must also x the CKM phase onvention [6℄, whih we take to be of the Wolfenstein
type.
Let us now disuss some features of SUSY avour strutures in the super-CKM basis.
3.1 A−terms in the super-CKM basis
In order to study the LR setor, it is onvenient to fator out the Yukawa ouplings from
the A−terms (see Eq. (4)),
Au,dij ≡ A˜u,dij Y u,dij . (33)
Deviations from universality are then enoded in the matrix A˜u,dij , whih in the universal
ase has all entries equal: A˜u,dij = A˜
u,d
.
Unlike Au,dij , matrix elements of A˜
u,d
ij are typially O(1) times an overall sale fator
[8℄, whih is determined by the SUSY breaking sale and is usually of the order of the
gravitino mass m3/2. For instane, in the heteroti string Yij ∼ e−αijT with αij of order
one and T being the vauum expetation value of the T−modulus. The non-universality
of A˜ij is in this ase given by ∂T lnYij ∼ αij , or, for non-universal modular weights ni, by
ni + nj . In the ase of the Froggatt-Nielsen mehanism, the role of αij 's is played by the
U(1)X harges, with the same onlusion [27℄-[29℄. The amount of non-universality may
redue for demorati Yukawa textures, due to smaller values of the eetive αij 's, but
this is a model-dependent issue.
The A−terms undergo RG evolution to low energies with the dominant ontribution
oming from gluino loops, whih has an aligning eet similar to those for the squark
mass matries. Upon going over to the super-CKM basis, the A−terms transform just as
the Yukawa matries do,
Auij −→
(
V u†L A
u V uR
)
ij
,
Adij −→
(
V d†L A
d V dR
)
ij
. (34)
In this basis, Au,dij are generally non-diagonal and the resulting avour-hanging mass
insertions are (i 6= j):
(
δu,dLR
)
ij
=
vu,d A
u,d
ij
∣∣∣
SCKM
M˜2
, (35)
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where vu,d are the Higgs VEVs and M˜ is the appropriate average squark mass at the
eletroweak sale. To disuss orders of magnitude of various insertions it is instrutive to
write
Auij
∣∣∣
SCKM
= scale factor×
(
αij hu + βij hc + γij ht
)
, (36)
and similarly for the down setor. Here αij, βij, γij are model dependent ≤ O(1) oe-
ients parametrizing departure from universality. In the universal ase,
α11 = 1 and 0 otherwise ,
β22 = 1 and 0 otherwise , (37)
γ33 = 1 and 0 otherwise .
This representation of the A−terms is useful for estimating typial magnitudes of the LR
mass insertions. Sine A˜u,dij are of order unity, A
u,d
ij have a similar struture to that of the
Yukawa matries and the misalignment is haraterized by deviation of αij , βij , γij from
the universal limit (37). This deviation is expeted to be small if the Yukawa matries
and the A−terms are diagonalized by small angle rotations, whih is often the ase for
hierarhial Yukawa textures. This eases to be true in the ase of demorati textures.
An interesting limiting ase is matrix-fatorizable A−terms, i.e. suh that they an be
written as
Au,d ≡ B˜u,d · Y u,d + Y u,d · C˜u,d (38)
in the matrix sense with B˜u,dij and C˜
u,d
ij
<
∼ O(1) times a sale fator. In this ase,
Au
∣∣∣
SCKM
= B˜u
∣∣∣
SCKM
· diag(hu, hc, ht) + diag(hu, hc, ht) · C˜u
∣∣∣
SCKM
(39)
and similarly for Ad. Here B˜u
∣∣∣
SCKM
and C˜u
∣∣∣
SCKM
have elements of order
<
∼ O(1), again up
to an overall sale. This implies, for instane, that the (12) element ontains ontributions
only from hu and hc, the (11) element  only from hu, et., and
Auij
∣∣∣
SCKM
≤ scale factor× (O(1) hi +O(1) hj) . (40)
This limits the magnitude of the LR mass insertions for the rst two generations and makes
the SUSY FCNC problem less severe. Obviously, this situation ours in the universal
ase. Other examples inlude models in whih the Yukawa hierarhy is produed via a
Froggatt-Nielsen eld and models with nonuniversal modular weights (Eq.20), suh that
A˜ij = ai + bj (see also [30℄). We also note that the form (40) is favoured by the absene
of harge and olor breaking minima in the salar potential [31℄.
Finally, a useful estimate of the mass insertions is obtained by setting the overall sale
of the A−terms (and the µterm) to be equal to the average squark mass. Then, for the
up setor,
(δuLR)ij ∼ αij
mu
M˜
+ βij
mc
M˜
+ γij
mt
M˜
. (41)
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3.2 LL and RR setors in the superCKM basis
Upon going to the super-CKM basis, the LL and RR bloks of the squark mass matrix
are rotated as
(Mu,d)2LL −→ V u,d †L (Mu,d)2LL V u,dL ,
(Mu,d)2RR −→ V u,d †R (Mu,d)2RR V u,dR . (42)
The squark mass squared matries (Mu,d)2LL and (Mu,d)2RR at the eletroweak sale are
determined by the original textures (A)-(E) and by the RG evolution. For textures (A)-
(D), these matries are diagonal and therefore remain approximately diagonal after the RG
evolution. Flavour violation at the eletroweak sale is due to the rotations to the super-
CKM basis. We an easily estimate the order of magnitude of the expeted eets. Let
us assume for a moment that the rst two and the third generations do not ommuniate
and onsider the (12) blok,
M2LL =
(
m21 0
0 m22
)
. (43)
Parametrizing the orthogonal rotation matrix VL by cos θ and sin θ in the usual fashion,
we get
(δLL)12 = cos θ sin θ
∆m2
M˜2
(44)
in the super-CKM basis, with ∆m2 ≡ m21 − m22 and M˜2 ≡ 12(m21 + m22). Thus, small
mass insertions are obtained for nearly degenerate masses m1 and m2 and/or for a small
rotation angle θ.
Consider now the ase of 3 generations with the rst two being degenerate,
M2LL =

m
2
1 0 0
0 m21 0
0 0 m23

 . (45)
When the rotation matrix VL is well approximated by the CKM matrix, we have
(δLL)12 ∼ 10−4 eiO(1) ∆m
2
M˜2
,
(δLL)13 ∼ 10−3 eiO(1) ∆m
2
M˜2
, (46)
(δLL)23 ∼ 10−2 eiO(10−1) ∆m
2
M˜2
,
where ∆m2 ≡ m21 −m23 and M˜ is the average squark mass. This gives a good idea of the
expeted magnitude of mass insertions in the ase of a small angle rotation, but an be
drastially dierent for textures requiring a large angle rotation.
As we will see, FCNC onstraints require mass insertions in the LL and RR setors
to be quite small but, nevertheless, leave room for departures from degeneray of the
eigenvalues, partiularly for small rotation angles.
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In the most general texture (E), the avour o-diagonal entries of the squark mass
squared matries are present already at the high energy sale. Their RG evolution is not
important, so at the eletroweak sale they remain of similar order of magnitude. Fur-
thermore, barring aidental anellations, the rotations to the super-CKM basis do not
hange the qualitative piture. The only important eet is the inrease of the avour
diagonal entries due to the RG running, whih redues the magnitude of the mass in-
sertions. Taking this into aount, experimental onstraints on the odiagonal LL and
RR mass insertions an be applied diretly to the highenergy texture (E). The result
is that suh insertions have to be small and generi textures (E) are inonsistent with
experiment.
It is possible that the soft breaking terms and the Yukawa matries align due to some
horizontal symmetry, resulting in suppressed mass insertions. In this paper, we will take
a onservative view and will not pursue this option further.
3.3 Yukawa textures
An important issue to address is dependene of SUSY FCNC on Yukawa textures. To
over both ends of the spetrum, we take a few representative examples with both small
and large angle rotations.
(i). The simplest texture.
The simplest texture ontains no extra parameters beyond those already present in the
CKM matrix and quark masses:
4
Y u =
1
v sin β
diag(mu, mc, mt) ,
Y d =
1
v cos β
V †CKM diag(md, ms, mb) , (47)
with v2 = v2u + v
2
d and tanβ = vu/vd. To diagonalize these matries, only a left handed
rotation VCKM in the down setor is required.
(ii). A hierarhial texture.
Hierarhial textures enode the hierarhy of the quark masses in a transparent manner
and arise in various models. For example, they appear in string models due to the
exponential dependene of the twisted setor ouplings on moduli (for a reent analysis,
see [32℄) or due to a Froggatt-Nielsen type mehanism [33℄.
For deniteness, we use a set of textures from Ref. [34℄. This is an SU(5) × U(1)
model with order O(1) oeients hosen so that a good t to the fermion masses and
4
An alternative texture of this sort, Y u ∝ V †CKMdiag (mu,mc,mt), Y d ∝ diag(md,ms,mb) would
lead to smaller FCNC eets in the down type quark setor, whih is onstrained by experiment stronger
than the up setor.
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mixings is assured. The U(1)X harges are q = u¯ = e¯ = (3, 2, 0) and d¯ = l = (4, 2, 2).
The up-quark Yukawa has a struture
Y u =

 ǫ
6 ǫ5 ǫ3
ǫ5 ǫ4 ǫ2
ǫ3 ǫ2 ǫ0

 . (48)
The down quark Yukawa matrix Y d is given by
Y dij =
(
C
(1)
ij + κC
(2)
ij
)
ǫqi+d¯j , (49)
where κ = 0.3, ǫ = 0.22 and matries C(1,2) have a struture of the form
C1,2 =

 ǫ
7 ǫ5 ǫ5
ǫ6 ǫ4 ǫ4
ǫ4 ǫ2 ǫ2

 . (50)
Diagonalization of the Yukawa matries in this model requires small angle rotations
in the left-handed setor and large angle rotations in the right-handed setor. The latter
are orrelated with the large neutrino mixing angles in GUT models [35℄.
(iii). A demorati texture.
A stritly demorati texture predits one massive and two massless quarks in the up and
down setors. Realisti quark masses and mixings an be produed by a perturbation
around this texture [36, 37℄. Demorati textures an also arise in string models, e.g.
when the exponential suppression of the twisted setor ouplings is not signiant (see
e.g. Abel et al. in [19℄).
In our numerial analysis, we use demorati textures similar to those of Ref. [38℄,
Y u =
mt
3v sin β

 1.013 0.987 0.9990.987 1.013 0.999
0.999 0.999 0.998

 ,
Y d =
mb
3v cos β
K† ·

 0.987 0.905 0.9680.903 1.212 1.008
0.967 1.008 1

 ·K , (51)
K = diag(1, e−0.01i, e0.01i) .
These matries are diagonalized by a large angle rotation.
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4 Experimental onstraints
Before we present our numerial analysis, in this setion we ollet experimental on-
straints on various mass insertions and also disuss qualitatively their impliations for
textures (A)-(E).
Eletri dipole moments
The eletri dipole moments of the neutron and merury atom (and of the eletron, in
the lepton setor) are espeially sensitive to avour onserving LR mass insertions for the
rst generation. In partiular, the urrent bounds
|dn| < 6× 10−26 e cm ,
|dHg| < 2× 10−28 e cm (52)
impose the onstraints [39℄-[41℄:
|Im(δ{u,d}11 )LR| ≤ 10−7 ÷ 10−6 . (53)
This implies that the orresponding CP phases of the µ− and A−terms have to be small.
Clearly, this SUSY CP problem [42℄ arises for all supergravity textures, inluding the
avour universal one. The unwanted CP phases an be suppressed in some speial ases,
e.g. in the dilaton dominated SUSY breaking senario with an axioni symmetry [43℄ or
with the help of the CP phase alignment [44℄, but this requires additional assumptions.
In the non-universal ase, the problem beomes more severe due to additional CP
phases whih appear in the proess of diagonalizing the quark mass matries and the
enhaned magnitude of the mass insertions [14, 8℄. For example,
(δuLR)11 ∼
A˜ (mu + εmc + ε
′mt)
M˜2
, (54)
where A˜ ∼ M˜ is the overall sale of the A−terms and ε, ε′ are model-dependent oef-
ients. This makes it more diult to satisfy the bound (53). In this sense, the EDMs
prefer some sort of universality, at least in the A−terms, although they are problemati
in any ase.
The problem ould be partly solved by deoupling the rst two sfermion generations
(although the third generation still ontributes to the EDMs through the Weinberg op-
erator). However, it appears diult to realize this possibility in spei models. Sine
the overall sale of the soft terms in SUGRA is given by m3/2, a very large splitting be-
tween the masses of the rst two and the third sfermion generations would require some
sort of a singularity in the derivatives of the Kähler potential. In pratie, this does not
happen and the non-universality is governed, for instane, by order one modular weights
(Eq. (15)). Another option would be to assume a large m3/2 and obtain light, as required
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by naturallness, third generation sfermions via RG evolution to infrared xed points.
However, in this ase it would be problemati to get light enough gauginos.
Given these diulties, we will not attempt to resolve the SUSY CP problem and, in
what follows, will simply treat the EDMs as a onstraint on all of the SUGRA textures.
Kaon observables
The most important observables in the Kaon system are the Kaon mass splitting, ∆MK ,
and the parameters ǫ and ǫ′ measuring CP violation in Kaon deays,
∆MK = MKL −MKS ≃ 3.5× 10−15 GeV ,
ǫ =
A(KL → ππ)
A(KS → ππ) ≃ 2.3× 10
−3 ,
ǫ′/ǫ = − ω√
2|ǫ|ReA0
(
ImA0 − 1
ω
ImA2
)
≃ 1.9× 10−3 , (55)
where A0,2 are the K → ππ amplitudes for the ∆I = 1/2, 3/2 transitions and ω ≡
ReA2/ReA0 ≃ 1/22.
These observables plae severe onstraints on new physis avour strutures. In par-
tiular, SUSY ontributions mediated by gluinos and squarks generally lead to |∆MK |, |ǫ|
and |ǫ′/ǫ| orders of magnitude too large. For gluino and squark masses of 500 GeV, and
assuming no aidental anellations between ontributions of dierent mass insertions,
the measured ∆MK imposes the following bounds on the mass insertions [39℄,√∣∣∣Re (δd12)2LL
∣∣∣ < 4× 10−2 ,
√∣∣∣Re (δd12)LL (δd12)RR
∣∣∣ < 3× 10−3 ,
√∣∣∣Re (δd12)2LR
∣∣∣ < 4× 10−3 , (56)
while the measured value of the ǫ parameter [39℄ imposes the bounds
√∣∣∣Im (δd12)2LL
∣∣∣ < 3× 10−3 ,
√∣∣∣Im (δd12)LL (δd12)RR
∣∣∣ < 2× 10−4 ,
√∣∣∣Im (δd12)2LR
∣∣∣ < 4× 10−4 . (57)
The bounds on the RR mass insertion are the same as the ones on the LL insertion. All
these bounds sale as M˜ when the squark masses are hanged. Furthermore, the hargino-
squark loop ontributions to ∆MK and ǫ impose analogous (although somewhat weaker)
onstraints on the up squark setor mass insertions [45℄. For µ = M2 = 350 GeV and the
squark masses of 500 GeV, they read
√∣∣∣Re (δu12)2LL
∣∣∣ < 1× 10−1 ,
√∣∣∣Im (δu12)2LL
∣∣∣ < 1× 10−2 . (58)
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Similar onstraints involving RR and LR mass insertions are muh weaker beause of
the fators mq/MZ suppressing the ouplings of the right-hiral squarks to harginos and
quarks. Finally, for the same gluino and down type squark masses as above, the measured
value of the ǫ′ parameter sets the rough bounds [39℄∣∣∣Im (δd12)LL
∣∣∣ < 5× 10−1 , ∣∣∣Im (δd12)LR
∣∣∣ < 2× 10−5 . (59)
In addition, from the harginoup type squark ontributions to ǫ′ one obtains a rather
weak limit
∣∣∣Im (δu12)LL
∣∣∣ < 0.3 [45℄ and essentially no bound on other mass insertions.
Let us now disuss impliations of these onstraints. Clearly, at the eletroweak sale
only little mixing between squarks of the rst two generations is allowed. The strongest
bounds on the hirality onserving mass insertions ome from ∆MK and ǫ, while those
on the hirality hanging mass insertions are due to ǫ′.
In the LL and RR setors, the allowed mass insertions are of order 10−2 or smaller. This
means that the soft masses in the original basis are almost diagonal (barring alignment)
and the diagonal entries are almost degenerate at low energies. In the down setor, the
most onservative bounds imply that this degeneray is at a perent level for demorati
Yukawa textures and at about 10% level for hierarhial textures. In the up setor, the
mass splittings an be larger
5
. This implies that the LL and RR setors are to some
extent universal at low energies. As we will see in the next setion, the RG running from
the GUT sale to the eletroweak sale has an important aligning eet. As a result,
onstraints on the high energy values of the soft parameters are milder.
The situation is very dierent in the LR setor. Consider the mixing of the rst two
generation squarks and assume that their mixing with the third generation squarks is
small, ≤10−2. A natural magnitude of the mass insertion is then (see Eq. (41))
(
δd12
)
LR
∼ α12md
M˜
+ β12
ms
M˜
<
∼ O(10−4) , (60)
where α12, β12 are <∼ O(1) model dependent oeients. It follows that all the bounds
exept for that from ǫ′ are satised automatially. ǫ′ imposes a rather mild onstraint on
the imaginary part of Ad12 (see, e.g. [46℄). The same onsiderations also apply to the up
squark setor. This means that order one nonuniversality is allowed in the (12) blok of
A˜dij .
The above estimate holds in a wide lass of models inluding those with hierarhial
textures, matrixfatorizable Aterms, et. However, it may not apply to the ase of
demorati textures, whih we study below numerially.
Finally, we note that there also exist bounds on produts of the mass insertions when
one goes beyond a single mass insertion approximation. To give an example, hargino
squark penguin diagrams with two mass insertions on the squark line modify, in partiular,
5
If the CKM matrix is entirely due to the up setor and the Yukawa textures are hierarhial, the
onstraints are partiularly weak and no signiant degeneray is required. This, however, appears to be
a rather speial ase.
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the eetive Z0d¯s vertex. The resulting SUSY ontribution to BR(K+ → π+νν¯) does not
exeed its measured value provided |Re(δuLR)∗32(δuLR)31| < 0.2 [47℄. In SUGRA models,
this produt is expeted to be bounded by (mt/M˜)
2 ∼ 10−1 and the onstraint is satised
automatially. However, in other senarios, large SUSY eets in the Z0d¯s vertex are
possible. They an lead, in partiular, to the branhing ratio of the KL → π0νν¯ deay by
up to two orders of magnitude larger than the SM predition [47℄.
D0-D¯0 mixing
The experimental bound on the D0-D¯0 mixing is
∆MD < 4.8× 10−14 GeV . (61)
For the gluino and squark masses of 500 GeV, the onstraints on the up type squark mass
insertions read [48℄:√∣∣∣Re (δu12)2LL
∣∣∣ < 5× 10−2 ,
√∣∣∣Re (δu12)LL (δu12)RR
∣∣∣ < 1× 10−2 ,
√∣∣∣Re (δu12)2LR
∣∣∣ < 2× 10−2 , (62)
and they sale as M˜ when the squark masses are hanged. The above bounds result from
the gluino-up type squark ontribution to ∆MD and are omparable to the ones stemming
from the hargino-squark ontributions to the Kaon observables disussed in the previous
setion. Conerning the LR mass insertions in the up setor, an estimate analogous to
Eq. (60) holds and we reah the same onlusion that order one non-universality in the
(12) blok of the A−terms is allowed.
B meson observables
The most important onstraints on the avour hanging transitions involving the b
quark are
∆MBd ≃ 3.4× 10−13 GeV ,
BR(B¯ → Xsγ) ≃ 3.3× 10−4 , (63)
SB0
d
→ψKS ≃ 0.73 ,
where SB0
d
→ψKS measures the CP violating asymmetry in the B
0
d → ψKS deay, propor-
tional to Γ(B¯0d → ψKS)− Γ(B0d → ψKS).
For the gluino and squark masses of 500 GeV, gluinosquark loop ontributions to
∆MBd lead to the following onstraints on the down type squark mass insertions [39℄:√∣∣∣Re (δd13)2LL
∣∣∣ < 1× 10−1 ,
√∣∣∣Re (δd13)LL (δd13)RR
∣∣∣ < 2× 10−2 ,
√∣∣∣Re (δd13)2LR
∣∣∣ < 3× 10−2 . (64)
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These limits sale as M˜ when the squark masses are hanged. SB0
d
→ψKS imposes similar
onstraints on the imaginary parts of the same ombinations of the mass insertions [49℄.
As the value of ∆MBs is still not bounded from above by experiment, there are no similar
limits on the 23 mass insertions. The experimental value of BR(B¯ → Xsγ) sets a limit
on the absolute value of the (δd23)LR mass insertion [39℄:
|(δd23)LR| < 1.5× 10−2 (65)
for the gluino and squark masses of 500 GeV and the bound sales as M˜2 when the squark
masses are hanged.
Constraints on the up setor mass insertions are quite weak: the hargino-squark
ontribution to ∆MBd leads to the bound on (δ
u
13)LL [49℄: | (δu13)LL | ≤ O(10−1). The
insertions (δu13)RR, (δ
u
13)LR, (δ
u
13)RL as well as all (δ
u
23)XY are essentially unonstrained.
In SUGRA models, the LR mass insertions onneting the third generation with the
other two are generially of the order
(
δdi3
)
LR
<
∼ O
(
mb
M˜
)
∼ 10−2 ,
(δui3)LR
<
∼ O
(
mt
M˜
)
∼ 0.1÷ 1 (66)
for i = 1, 2 and the experimental onstraints are satised automatially. Thus, the urrent
bounds allow for order one non-universality in the A−terms involving the third generation.
Some degree of universality is required in the hirality onserving setors, although the
onstraints are muh weaker than those on the mixing of the rst two generations.
To onlude this setion, the above simple estimates show that order one nonuniver-
sality in the A−terms is onsistent with the urrent data, whereas the soft mass terms
are required to be essentially diagonal and somewhat degenerate at low energies. As
explained earlier, the orresponding onstraints on the high energy parameters are sig-
niantly weaker due to the aligning eet of the RG evolution. Below we onrm these
onlusions numerially.
5 Numerial results
In this setion, we present results of our numerial analysis for textures (A), (B) and
(C) and ompare them with the experimental onstraints listed in setion 4. Barring
aidental anellations, these results also apply to texture (D) whih is a ombination
of textures (B) and (C). For texture (E), no numerial analysis is needed to see that it
is inonsistent with the FCNC onstraints unless it redues to one of the speial ases
(A)-(D).
The numerial analysis of this setion is neessary to support our qualitative onlu-
sions of setion 4. Moreover, it illustrates the dependene of the FCNC onstraints on the
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hosen Yukawa textures and on squark and gluino masses. It is also important to study at
a quantitative level the still remaining room for avour dependene in the Kähler poten-
tial and the A−terms in supergravity models, so that prospets for further experimental
investigations an be assessed.
In our analysis, we use the Yukawa textures desribed in setion 3 and the standard
1-loop RG equations for the evolution of the soft terms from the high energy sale down
to the eletroweak sale. Our results are presented as a funtion of the high (string) sale
values of the parameters and ompared with the limits on mass insertions. The limits
shown in the plots are properly resaled to aount for the atual values of low energy
mass parameters obtained from the RG evolution.
Texture (A)
Flavour violating eets are very small, espeially in the RR setor. For ompleteness,
in Table 1 we provide representative mass insertions generated by the RG running.
mass insertion 12 13 23
d, LL 10−4 10−3 10−2
d, RR 10−13 10−10 10−8
d, LR 10−8 10−5 10−5
u, LL 10−7 10−5 10−4
u, RR 10−16 10−12 10−9
u, LR 10−11 10−8 10−6
Table 1: RG generated mass insertions for tan β = 3, m0 = 200 GeV, A0 = 50 GeV and
M1/2 = 100 GeV.
Texture (B)
The most important eets are in the LR/RL setor. Figures (1)-(3) display the rel-
evant mass insertions and the experimental bounds for Yukawa textures (i)-(iii), respe-
tively. At the GUT sale the gaugino masses are xed to 200 GeV for textures (i), (ii), and
to 500 GeV for texture (iii). The horizontal axis orresponds to the sfermion masses at the
GUT sale: m2Q = m
2
U = m
2
D ≡ m2. The mass sale of the A−terms is taken as A˜ = m/2
and order one nonuniversal entries of A˜ij are generated randomly. Eah panel shows
ombinations of both the LR and the RL mass insertions, e.g. |Re((δuLR)12(δuLR)12)|1/2 and
|Re((δuRL)12(δuRL)12)|1/2. This explains the presene of two distint bands in some of the
panels.
We see that for the hierarhial Yukawa textures (i) and (ii), the only problemati
observables are the EDMs, representing the SUSY CP problem. The onstraint stemming
from ǫ′ is rather mild. The situation is muh worse for the demorati texture (iii), for
whih all the limits imposed by the Kaon observables are exeeded.
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Texture (C)
Signiant LL and RR mass insertions are indued. In Figures (4)-(9), relevant mass
insertions are shown for the GUT sale boundary ondition
m2Q = m
2
U = m
2
D =

m
2
1 0 0
0 m2 0
0 0 m2


(67)
and Yukawa textures (i)-(iii). As before, the gaugino masses are xed to 200 GeV for
textures (i), (ii), and to 500 GeV for texture (iii). m1 is generated randomly in the range
1
2
m÷m. (In fat, we allow for larger departures from universality than usually exists in
typial semirealisti models, see Setion 2).
Figures (4)-(9) show that the mass insertions grow withm, whih is perhaps ounterin-
tuitive. The reason for that is the gluino loop renormalization eet whih is more impor-
tant for small values of m [24℄. The lowenergy degeneray parameter (m2 −m21)/(m2 +
∆g˜m
2), where ∆g˜m
2
is indued by the RG running, grows with m2 leading to larger mass
insertions. This aligning gluino eet is very important and an redue a mass insertion
by up to an order of magnitude for similar squark and gluino masses. For larger gluino
masses it is even more important.
For m ∼M1/2 and small rotation angles (texture (i)), we see that no signiant FCNC
problem exists. Even if the mass splitting at the GUT sale is of order one, δ12LL,RR are
suppressed by both the gluino loop RG eet and the small rotation angle (see Eq. (44)).
For large rotation angles in the right-handed setor (texture (ii)), the problem of
FCNC beomes more aute, mainly due to the simultaneous presene of large LL and
RR mass insertions. The most onstraining observable here is ǫ. The problem disappears
eventually as M1/2 inreases, yet it still persists for M1/2 = 500 GeV. This is also true for
texture (iii) as seen in Figs. (8,9).
An interesting fousing eet is seen in Figures (5) and (7). The values of (δd23)LL
are independent of m1 and of the spei Yukawa texture as long as it is diagonalized by a
small angle rotation in the lefthanded setor. This is beause the dominant ontribution
to (δd23)LL is due to the top Yukawa RG eet whih depends on the CKM matrix only.
Figures (10)-(15) show our results for the ase of degenerate rst two generations,
m2Q = m
2
U = m
2
D =

m
2 0 0
0 m2 0
0 0 m23

 , (68)
with m3 generated randomly in the range
1
2
m ÷ m. Again, no problem with FCNC
arises for texture (i). For texture (ii), there is some tension with ǫ due to large rotations
in the righthanded setor. The problem beomes milder with inreasing gluino mass
and dissappears for M1/2 = 500 GeV. The FCNC problem is serious for the Yukawa
texture (iii), in whih ase the limits stemming from the Kaon and D−meson observables
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are exeeded for M1/2 = 200 GeV (the B
0
d-B¯
0
d mixing imposes only a mild onstraint).
However, no signiant FCNC problem exists for heavier gaugino masses, M1/2 = 500
GeV, as shown in Figures (14) and (15).
For texture (D), similar onlusions an be drawn by ombining the results for tex-
tures (B) and (C). The main point is that the A−term nonuniversality is essentially
unonstrained (ignoring the CP problem), while some degeneray of the diagonal soft
masses may be required.
Observable Kähler potential avour violation A−term avour violation
∆MK problem no problem
ǫ problem no problem
ǫ′ no problem no problem
BR(K → πνν¯) no problem no problem
∆MD problem no problem
∆MBd problem no problem
BR(b→ sγ) no problem no problem
ACP(B → ψKs) problem no problem
Table 2: Observables and their sensitivity to the soure of avour violation. Here Käh-
ler potential avour violation refers to misalignment between the Kähler potential and
the soft salar masses of Eq. (4) (texture (E)), while A−term avour violation refers
to misalignment between the A−terms and the Yukawa matries. The entries indiate
whether order one non-universality at the high energy sale is in onit with the parti-
ular observable when hierarhial Yukawa matries are assumed.
Finally, we ompare in Table 2 SUSY avour violation resulting from misalignment be-
tween the Kähler potential and the soft salar masses (texture (E)) with avour violation
resulting from misalignment between the A−terms and the Yukawa matries. Clearly,
the former senario is strongly onstrained. This implies that the Kähler potential and
the soft salar mass terms are diagonal (to a good approximation) in the same basis.
Generally, there are further onstraints on the diagonal entries of the soft mass squared
matries. These onstraints strongly depend on the Yukawa textures. If the Yukawa ma-
tries are diagonalized by large angle rotations, the diagonal entries must be degenerate
to a large extent. On the other hand, if the Yukawa matries are diagonalized by rotation
matries similar to the CKM one, order one splittings among the diagonal entries are
allowed.
6 Comments on the lepton setor
So far we have been fousing on the squark setor. In the lepton setor, the analysis be-
omes more involved due to unknown origin and nature of neutrino masses. For example,
if they originate from the seesaw mehanism operating at some high sale MR < Mstring,
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one should also take into aount eets of the additional Yukawa ouplings whih gen-
erate odiagonal entries in the slepton mass matries during the RG evolution. We do
not undertake suh an analysis here. Instead, we only make some qualitative remarks
(negleting the RG eets).
The most restritive observables are the li → ljγ branhing ratios [50℄:
BR(µ→ eγ) < 1.2× 10−11 ,
BR(τ → eγ) < 2.7× 10−6 ,
BR(τ → µγ) < 5.0× 10−7 . (69)
The orresponding onstraints on the mass insertions an be obtained by resaling the
original results of Ref.[39℄,
∣∣∣(δl12)LL
∣∣∣ < 4× 10−3 , ∣∣∣(δl12)LR
∣∣∣ < 1× 10−6 ,∣∣∣(δl13)LR
∣∣∣ < 2× 10−2 , ∣∣∣(δl23)LR
∣∣∣ < 1× 10−2 (70)
for the photino and slepton masses of 100 GeV. The onstraint on
(
δl12
)
RR
is the same as
that on
(
δl12
)
LL
, while the other insertions are essentially unonstrained.
The bounds (70) immediately tell us that the LL and RR bloks of the slepton mass
matrix in the (12) setor are proportional to the unit matrix with good auray. As to
the LR setor, a simple estimate of
(
δl12
)
LR
gives
(δl12)LR ∼ α12
me
M˜
+ β12
mµ
M˜
+ γ12
mτ
M˜
(71)
with α12, β12, γ12 <∼ O(1). The bounds then imply
α12 <∼ 10
−1 , β12 <∼ 10
−3 , γ12 <∼ 10
−4 . (72)
Thus, the alignment between the A−terms and the lepton Yukawa matries has to be very
preise,
6
in sharp ontrast with the squark setor. This suggests that the harged lepton
Yukawa matrix is diagonal at the high energy sale, presumably due to some symmetry
suh as the lepton number, or that the A−terms are universal.
The bound on BR(µ → eγ) is expeted to be improved by 3 orders of magnitude
at PSI. The above estimates suggest that a nonzero signal is expeted. A negative
result would mean that the Yukawa matries and the A−terms are extremely well aligned
indiating a speial symmetry or a speial nature of the SUSY breaking.
6
We note that the onstraints on
(
δl
13
)
LR
and
(
δl
23
)
LR
are trivially satised sine their magnitude is
bounded by mτ/m˜.
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7 Prospets
Dierent proesses are sensitive to dierent hirality types of mass insertions, making it
possible (at least in priniple) to distinguish various supergravity textures. Below we give
a few examples supporting this point.
The estimates (66) mean that SUSY avour eets grow with quark masses. In parti-
ular, the magnitude of the LR mass insertions involving the third generation is enhaned
in SUGRA models, whih renders their eet potentially observable. They an signi-
antly aet proesses sensitive to LR mass insertions. Suh proesses are loop suppressed
in the Standard Model and are usually due to penguintype diagrams. Apart from ǫ′ and
Br(B¯ → Xsγ), a good example is the B0d → φKS deay (for a reent disussion, see [51℄).
In this ase, the deay is due to the b → ss¯s transition and the ratio of the SUSY and
SM deay amplitudes for squark and gluino masses of 500 GeV is given by [52℄(
ASUSY
ASM
)
B→φKS
≃ 100× [(δdLR)23 + (δdRL)23] + 0.2× [(δdLL)23 + (δdRR)23] . (73)
Clearly, for (δdLR)23 ∼ 10−2 onsistent with the b → sγ onstraint, the SUSY and SM
ontributions are of similar magnitude. On the other hand, the hirality onserving in-
sertions ontribute far less signiantly. Sine in the SM the CP asymmetry in this deay
oinides with that in the B0d → ψKS deay, it provides a sensitive probe for new physis
ontributions to the b → ss¯s transition and, in partiular, for supersymmetri ontribu-
tions (see e.g. [53℄). In the pseudosalar hannel of the b → ss¯s transition, B0d → η′KS,
the SM predits the same (within 5-10%) CP asymmetry, whereas supersymmetry gives
[52℄
(
ASUSY
ASM
)
B0
d
→η′KS
≃ 100× [(δdLR)23 − (δdRL)23] + 0.2× [(δdLL)23 − (δdRR)23] . (74)
Thus, in SUGRA models one expets (orrelated) deviations in both deays.
Another well known example of a proess sensitive to LR mass insertions is the b→ sγ
transition (see e.g. [39℄). As is lear from the bound (65), (δd23)LR of order 10
−2
, whih
is natural in SUGRA models, is suient to produe signiant deviations from the
SM predition. On the other hand, to have a similar eet from the LL setor, a large
(δd23)LL = O(1) would be required. We note that the observation of a diret CP asymmetry
in the b→ sγ transition of order few perent would be a lean signal of new physis, sine
the well ontrolled SM predition yields the asymmetry of less than one perent.
An example of a proess partiularly sensitive to LL and RR insertions is the B0s -B¯
0
s
mixing. For moderate tanβ, the SUSY to SM ratio of the mixing amplitudes is [54℄(
MSUSY12
MSM12
)
B0s−B¯
0
s
≃ 1× [(δdLL)223 + (δdRR)223]+ 30× [(δdLR)223 + (δdRL)223]
− 45× [(δdLR)23(δdRL)23]− 175× [(δdLL)23(δdRR)23] (75)
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for gluino and squark masses of 500 GeV. At large tan β, other ontributions beome
important [55℄. Given the limits on (δdLR)23 from b → sγ, the ontribution of hirality
hanging mass insertions is negligible, while even a small hirality onserving insertions
(δdLL)23 and (δ
d
RR)23 of order O(10−1) an indue a large departure of ∆MBs from the value
predited in the SM.
Essential for identifying the soures of avour violation are orrelations among dif-
ferent observables. To give an example, suppose that signiant deviations from the SM
preditions are found in the B0d → φKS and B0d → η′KS deays. If they are due to LR/RL
mass insertions, no deviation is expeted in the B0s -B¯
0
s mixing. On the other hand, if the
anomaly is due to LL/RR mass insertions, the B0s -B¯
0
s mixing should also be signiantly
aeted. Thus, dierent SUGRA textures lead to dierent signatures. In priniple, a more
sophistiated network of orrelations, inluding various other observables, an and should
be developed. This, however, is beyond the sope of the present paper.
Signiant SUSY eets an also be present in the top quark deays. The magnitude of
(δuLR)i3 mass insertions is enhaned due to a large top Yukawa oupling. Sine BR(t→ cγ)
is partiularly sensitive to LR insertions, BR(t→ cγ)∼ 10−6(δuLR)223 [56℄, large departures
from the SM predition ∼ 10−13 are expeted.
To onlude, we see that the urrent B−physis experiments are beginning to probe
a natural range of supergravity nonuniversality in the Aterms. Some proesses an
further probe nonuniversality in the soft salar masses, yet in this ase it would be
diult to dene a natural range due to larger model-dependene. Correlations among
various observables an allow one to identify the soure of avour violation.
8 Conlusions
In this paper, we have presented a lassiation and analysis of avour violating soures
in general supergravity models. The urrent avour physis data lead us to the following
onlusions:
1. Flavour violation through the Kähler potential is disfavored, but room for avour
nonuniversality remains if the Kähler metri is diagonal. This often ours in string
models in whih the Kähler potential is proteted by string seletion rules.
2. Departures from universality of order unity are allowed in the squark setor A−terms.
Suh departures are expeted in typial string models.
3. A−terms in the harged slepton setor must be very well aligned with the lep-
ton Yukawa matrix, whih points at either a diagonal Yukawa matrix or universal
A−terms.
4. A ommon and rather serious problem in supergravity models is the SUSY CP
problem.
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5. The FCNC problem depends strongly on the Yukawa texture and is muh milder for
hierarhial Yukawa matries. For diagonal squark masses, the problem essentially
disappears if the Yukawa matries are diagonalized by small angle rotations or if
the CKM matrix derives entirely from rotations of the up type quarks. Thus, there
exist varieties of textures ensuring suient suppression of FCNC.
6. Importane of SUSY avour eets grows with quark masses.
7. Current B−physis experiments are beginning to probe a natural range of avour
nonuniversality in SUGRA models. Correlations among dierent observables an
allow one to identify the soure of avour violation.
Texture Hierarhial Yukawas Demorati Yukawas Mode
(A) no problem no problem ?
(B) no problem problem b→ sγ, b→ ss¯s
(C) no serious problem problem B0s -B¯
0
s
(D) no serious problem problem see (B), (C)
(E) problem problem see (B), (C)
Table 3: Compatibility of the supergravity soft term textures with the Yukawa textures.
Possible detetion modes are also indiated.
It is important to note the dierene between the avour struture of the Standard
Model and that of supergravity soft terms. In the former, we enounter a hierarhial
pattern of the Yukawa ouplings. In supergravity, the soft terms are logarithmi deriva-
tives of hierarhial quantities. As a result, m2i and A˜ij are expeted to be of the same
order, in sharp ontrast with the Yukawa ouplings.
Finally, from the point of view of avoiding the FCNC problem, Ansätze (A) and
(B) are learly preferred. Ansatz (B) represents a rather typial predition of string
models (e.g. heteroti string, interseting branes, et.). Textures (C) and (D) are also
allowed under the ondition of some degeneray in the (12) blok. Texture (E) is learly
disfavored. These onlusions are summarized in Table 3. The main message is that
the supergravity textures are not neessarily restrited to the universal one and an be
quite rih, depending on the mehanism generating the Yukawa matries. These avour
strutures an be probed experimentally.
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Figure 1: Phenomenologially relevant ombinations of the insertions (δd,uLR)
JI
and (δd,uRL)
JI
for the hierarhial Yukawa texture (i) as a funtion of the universal mass sale m = 2A
with M1/2 = 200 GeV, tan β = 15 and order one A˜
u,d
ij generated randomly. Eah panel
shows both the LR and RL mass insertions. The experimental limit is represented by the
urve.
30
Figure 2: As in Figure 1 but for the hierarhial Yukawa texture (ii).
31
Figure 3: As in Figure 1 but for the demorati Yukawa texture (iii) andM1/2 = 500 GeV.
32
Figure 4: Phenomenologially relevant ombinations of the insertions (δd,uLL)
12
and (δd,uRR)
12
for the hierarhial Yukawa texture (i) as a funtion of the universal mass sale m ≡
m2 = m3 with M1/2 = 200 GeV, A = 0, tan β = 15 and m1 varied randomly in the range
m/2÷m. The experimental limit is represented by the urve.
33
Figure 5: Phenomenologially relevant ombinations of the insertions (δdLL)
13
, (δdRR)
13
,
(δdLL)
23
, (δdRR)
23
for the hierarhial Yukawa texture (i) as a funtion of the universal mass
sale m ≡ m2 = m3 with M1/2 = 200 GeV, A = 0, tanβ = 15 and m1 varied randomly in
the range m/2÷m. The experimental limit is represented by the urve.
34
Figure 6: As in Figure 4 but for the hierarhial Yukawa texture (ii).
35
Figure 7: As in Figure 5 but for the hierarhial Yukawa texture (ii).
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Figure 8: As in Figure 4 but for the demorati Yukawa texture (iii) andM1/2 = 500 GeV.
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Figure 9: As in Figure 5 but for the demorati Yukawa texture (iii) andM1/2 = 500 GeV.
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Figure 10: Phenomenologially relevant ombinations of the insertions (δd,uLL)
12
and (δd,uRR)
12
for the hierarhial Yukawa texture (i) as a funtion of the universal mass sale m ≡
m1 = m2 with M1/2 = 200 GeV, A = 0, tan β = 15 and m3 varied randomly in the range
m/2÷m. The experimental limit is represented by the urve.
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Figure 11: Phenomenologially relevant ombinations of the insertions (δdLL)
13
, (δdRR)
13
,
(δdLL)
23
, (δdRR)
23
for the hierarhial Yukawa texture (i) as a funtion of the universal mass
sale m ≡ m1 = m2 with M1/2 = 200 GeV, A = 0, tanβ = 15 and m3 varied randomly in
the range m/2÷m. The experimental limit is represented by the urve.
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Figure 12: As in Figure 10 but for the hierarhial Yukawa texture (ii).
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Figure 13: As in Figure 11 but for the hierarhial Yukawa texture (ii).
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Figure 14: As in Figure 10 but for the demorati Yukawa texture (iii) and M1/2 =
500 GeV.
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Figure 15: As in Figure 11 but for the demorati Yukawa texture (iii) and M1/2 =
500 GeV.
44
